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Bulk Service 

     We have contracted with Waste Management to provide bulk pick up once a month beginning in 

October.  This is predicated on the assumption that we will have a new housekeeper and an 

administrative assistant by then.  So the date is subject to change. 

     Under separate cover we will publish the dates and procedures that need to be followed.  We had to 

consider the reservation of the freight elevator, staff availability, basement storage and cost.  Everything 

that goes out via Waste Management will go to a landfill.  You have the option of having charities or 

junk removal services haul away your items also.  A list of suggested options will also be published. 

     This is a service that will be provided without charge. We hope it will prevent the disposal of items 

like full size artificial Christmas trees or lumbar going down the trash chute. 

     Thank you to Kathy Lester, Phyllis Schmid and Buzz Rosenburg for their help. 

 

Commentary from Kathy 

     You may recall that when I assumed the duties of communication for the VFTS Council, my goals 

included a neighborhood directory.  I had dreams of a book with each resident’s name, contact 

information, hobbies and interests. I pictured a blossoming community with book clubs, golf foursomes 

and recipe exchanges. 

     Sadly, this is not the first time in my life that I have been naïvely near delusional☺.  Contacting every 

resident for the information and permission to publish would have been onerous at best.  Some 

preliminary conversations indicate that there is not the appetite for publication of phone numbers or 

email addresses. 

     There does seem to be an interest in a directory of units and resident names, and as that is public 

information, I will lower my goals to a simple unit/name directory, including renters.  I hope to have this 

project completed in the fall. 

 

 



Council Changes  

     Joe Joyce, a VFTS resident for over 20 years has been appointed to complete the unexpired term of 

Jeff Rath who resigned at the end of June.  Joe put his Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering to 

use in his career at Motorola and AT&T.  Retirement not being an option, he began his own independent 

electrician’s business with many VFTS residents as customers, including this writer!  Joe barely made it 

through his first Council meeting before he offered his help evaluating electrical issues for us here.  

Thanks Joe.   Say hello to this senior citizen retiree some morning at 8 am when he is heading out to 

play tennis!  

 

 

News and Tidbits 

       The roof is done! The “Cantilever Project” will begin soon.  This involves the repair of the 

damage caused by leaks from loose 15th floor balcony railings. 

         We are getting an $8000 rebate from our insurance company for strapping down the air 

conditioners on the roof.  Yes, we were wondering the same thing… you mean they weren’t always 

strapped down? 

         Reminder – Cable and Internet are included in your HOA fee.  You should not be billed for 

either.  You are entitled to the X1 service from Comcast.  Call 1-800-xfinity and tell them you are with 

VFTS Bulk account and schedule installation.  The installation fee has been paid for by VFTS since this 

new agreement with Comcast two years ago.  The free installation offer will not stand forever. 

        Some of our neighbors have asked that we include a plea to be aware of how loud you keep the 

volume on your TV after 10 pm.  Hearing loss is an insidious and sneaky monster and we may not 

realize how loud we need to turn the volume.  There is closed captioning as well as devices on the 

market that will send the sound to wireless headphones if you are a late, late show viewer.   

       The warmer weather seems to have kept our local wasp colonies busy.  Be sure to check your 

balcony and garages for hives.  There are commercial sprays that can kill them but you must remember 

to spray early in the dawn hours or at dusk.  When cooler weather arrives, you might find some empty 

hives that should be knocked down and crushed. 

 

 

Happy Labor Day! 

 

     Every day I get up and look through the Forbes list of the richest people in 

America. If I’m not there, I go to work. 

~ Robert Orben  

 


